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Spiritual Warfare Topic:

Technocracy Revisited

Technocracy Defined:

Source:
https://youtu.be/cfj5yVGq0O8

https://youtu.be/cfj5yVGq0O8


Patrick Wood (Technocracy Rising) Explains:

“Originally started in the early 1930s, Technocracy is antithetical to every
American institution that made us into the greatest nation of earth. It eschews
property rights, obsoletes capitalism, hates politicians and traditional political
structures, and promises a lofty utopian dream made possible only if engineers,
scientists and technicians are allowed to run society.”
- Technocracy Rising, pg xiii

Technocracy at Work

“ The philosophical underpinnings of the  Trilateral Commision  have the appearance
of being pro-Marxist and pro-Socialist, but only as a stepping stone leading to
Brzenzinski’s Techetronic, or Technocratic, society.

They (TC) are solidly set against the concept of  nation-state  and in particular, the
Constitution of the United States. This,  national sovereignty must be diminished 
and then abolished altogether in order to make way for the  New International
Economic Order  that will be governed by an unelected global elite  with their
self-created legal framework.

The American public has never, ever conceived that such forces would align
themselves so successfully against freedom and liberty. Yet, the evidence is clear;
steerage of America has long since fallen into the hands of an  actively hostile
enemy  that intends to remove all vestiges of the very things that made us the
greatest nation in the history of mankind.”

- Pg 76,  Technocracy Rising , Patrick M. Wood



Enemy

Rockefellers | Rothschilds | Soros | Top of Pyramid (fallen angels) Zbigniew
Brzesinski | Kissinger | China/Russia/Illuminati (NWO), Khazarian Mafia, et al.
Clintons
Bushes
Admins of Nixon, Carter, Bush1, Clinton, Bush2, BHO, Trump? Biden

Orgs and Strategies Used:

CFR- Council on Foreign Relations
Tri-Lateral Commission

SPP- Security and Prosperity Partnership

NAFTA- North America Free Trade Agreement (CA, US, MX)

Regulations instead of Treaties

9/11

Patriot Act

Pandemic

What Is Their Plan?

Complete control through technological innovation:

Internet of Things
Social Credit Scores (Chinese Model)
Limited movement (Electric transportation)
Smart Cities (rural to urban living)
Sustainable Development (rural to urban) (Agenda 21, Agenda 2030)



(Fake meat/vertical food production (GMO foodstuffs)
Cashless Financial System
– Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC): complete digital transaction control
– Catherine Austin Fitts: https://youtu.be/hOaP_c0uoLc (CBDC, IMF, Chips)
(Must watch)
–Governments/Financial Coup d-Etat well underway…
Digital Surveillance
Regional governance- unelected DS bureaucrats

Enact The The China Model Worldwide:

300 million surveillance cameras (facial recognition)
Social Credit System: Scores- based on your actions (Big Brother…)
Example: complain about gov’t= lower score = blocked from travel=banned
Everything you do is surveilled, scored, and used to determine your level of
freedom.
Work promotions, access, black listing, purchase capacity are controlled
Move people from rural to urban living…
Every aspect of your life is monitored and scored..
Implication: US Tech: Twitter, FB, YouTube: all trying to change our behavior…
(data mining)
Comply (take the chip/mark?) (complete slavery) or perish…

https://youtu.be/hOaP_c0uoLc


OUR REPLY SHOULD BE…

Source:
Why China’s Social System is Worse Than You Think
  https://youtu.be/fM3KONWxgIo

Comment: Back to analog…where we need to focus…
Symbology: The Walking Dead, Season 9: “A Key to the Future”

https://youtu.be/fM3KONWxgIo


Biblical Relevance & Implications:

Many elements make up the Beast System (Anti-Christ led NWO):
Surveillance, Data mining, social credit,cashless, movement: all together make the
Mark of the Beast operable.

Non-compliance:
“The world will take people’s non-compliance very seriously because they will
believe the earth will need to fight the coming hostiles”:
Rev 19:19:   And I saw the beast, the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered
together to make war against Him who sat on the horse and against His army.

The world will paint the Two Witnesses as hostile aliens, not God’s messengers…

Historical example:
After Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, many patriotic Japanese Americans were seen
as a threat and were rounded up, and sadly, were sent to internment camps.  They
were baselessly suspected of being Japanese spies.  We can imagine the fear the
world will have after living through forty-two months of genocidal governments
terrorizing planet earth while Two Witnesses call down plagues on the wicked and
then resurrect! If people are not willing to be part of the solution, then they will be
branded as Luddites, a danger to humanity and traitorous for siding with Earth’s
mortal enemy, the Master of the TWO (God).”
- Corrupting the Image, Vol III, by Doug Hamp, pg 169

Implications for the Remnant (Denying the Mark):
“Non-mark-takers will pose an existential threat to the survival of the Beast system
type of the human race. Therefore, for the good of humanity, all traitors will be
executed.  Some of the Remnant, however, will have been strengthened in their
faith because of the TWO.  They might pray and lay hands on the executed and
raise them back to life as hinted in Daniel: ‘the people who know God shall be
strong, and carry out great exploits’ (Dan 11:32). Thus, to ensure the executed
stay dead, the Beast will issue a decree to behead non-mark takers; massive
persecution will follow and hundreds of millions put to death:
‘After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one could



number, of all nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing before the throne and
before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, with palm branches in their hands
(Rev 7.9), …’These are the ones who come out of the great tribulation, and
washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb’ (Rev7:14)”
- Corrupting the Image, Vol III, pg 170

How are they controlling it? Fear, Terrorism, and Mass Surveilance

Is America About to Disappear?
Naomi Wolf Comments: (it’s bad when even a liberal gets it)
“The COVID pandemic was used to strip us of our liberties and to conceptually
terraform America into being ready to accept a CCP-style World Economic
Forum-guided post-humane and post-constitutional world”...

“I wrote ‘The End of America’ when I saw that issues around terrorism and the terror
threat post-9/11 were being used in such a way as to hype fear and strip us of our civil
liberties,” Wolf says. “There are 10 steps to fascism that leaders who want to crush a
democracy will always take. They’re the same 10 steps whether the leaders are on the left
or on the right. It really doesn’t matter.”

https://www.theepochtimes.com/naomi-wolf-were-now-in-the-last-stage-of-a-t

https://www.theepochtimes.com/naomi-wolf-were-now-in-the-last-stage-of-a-tyrannical-takeover_4513369.html?utm_source=ref_share&utm_campaign=copy&rs=SHRRTGCX&


yrannical-takeover_4513369.html?utm_source=ref_share&utm_campaign=co
py&rs=SHRRTGCX&

Final Solution:

Use Technocracy to create a North American Union (think the EU model), and
implement the China surveillance model

An earlier part of the Great Reset (WEF) (a big idea- a NWO (GHW Bush)
NAFTA | Summit of Americas- “Free Trade Area of the Americas-FTAA)

Source: The One World Government in 12 min: (SPP, North American Union)
(dated-2016, yet salient points and names are mentioned)
https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM

Summary

Bottom Line:  Satanic elites (Marxist-Communists) using NWO framework to  kill
off Christians , eliminate the US Constitution, nation-states, and bring all into their
NWO (GA guidestones). Those remaining alive are all controlled, surveilled, and
slaves to the NWO (all technocratically enhanced)

Today: Use of World Pandemics (bio-based, US funded bio-labs) and Technocracy
together

Led by: CFR/Tri-Lateral Commision: Remove nation states/sovereignty | expand
NWO controls (economic/religious/political/legal)* all through:

TECHNOCRACY REVISITED

*Note: there is no difference between the left and right in America: the goal is the
same: NWO domination/fallen angel tech/Satan’s army leading the efforts…

https://www.theepochtimes.com/naomi-wolf-were-now-in-the-last-stage-of-a-tyrannical-takeover_4513369.html?utm_source=ref_share&utm_campaign=copy&rs=SHRRTGCX&
https://www.theepochtimes.com/naomi-wolf-were-now-in-the-last-stage-of-a-tyrannical-takeover_4513369.html?utm_source=ref_share&utm_campaign=copy&rs=SHRRTGCX&
https://youtu.be/V9K9Xedk5eM


Prayer Points

2 Sam 1:27- How the mighty have fallen, And the weapons of war perished!

Heavenly Father, we come before Your throne room to thank You for what you

are doing to defeat our enemies and their foolish use of weapons against

humanity.  Give us strength to weather through what is to come yet is already

defeated by Your death on the cross.  We pray for unity and blessings among the

living who continually fight and occupy Your ground as we witness the mighty

falling each day until Your return.

Deuteronomy 28:7 - The Lord will cause your enemies who rise against you to be

defeated before you. They shall come out against you one way and flee before

you seven ways.

Father, hear our prayers of thanksgiving and forgive those who have trespassed

against us.  We thank you for defeating the enemies’ actions and suppressing

their use of technology for evil purposes. We repent of our thoughts to exact

revenge on our enemies and seek Your ways to protect us as You defeat those

rising against us.

1 Corr 7:5- Do not deprive one another except with consent for a time, that you

may give yourselves to fasting and prayer; and come together again so that

Satan does not tempt you because of your lack of self-control.

Father, strengthen us in our desire to fellowship with others as we pray, fast and

share Your Word amongst Your remnant.  Our community of believers need each

other to support and strengthen our resolve to avoid Satan’s Babylonian matrix

and to create alternative paths where our own self-control will bolster our



abilities to weather through the turbulent times ahead until You return in glory.

We submit these prayers in Your most holy name, Our Lord, Jesus Christ. Amen


